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Foreword 

The Bromley by Bow Centre is a pioneering charity that combines an extensive neighbourhood hub with a 

medical practice and a community research project. Our community research and evaluation programme has 

grown in the last 18 months and is at the heart of what we do, informing the delivery of our services. Secure 

and suitable housing is a basic need, set out very clearly in our Community Outcomes Framework and the 

2010 Marmot Review. For 24 years we have worked alongside the Bromley by Bow Health Partnership, 

providing advice and support with and for the Tower Hamlets community, covering all aspects of social 

determinants and health and wellbeing outcomes. We do what we can with what we have and are well 

placed to do much more, with more resources, to improve social determinants outcomes and improve the 

health and wellbeing of local families. 

ActEarly is a large research consortium uniting broad transdisciplinary expertise to identify, co-produce and 

implement system-wide early life prevention solutions, aiming to improve the health and opportunities for 

children living in two contrasting areas with high levels of child poverty: Bradford, Yorkshire and Tower 

Hamlets. Act Early is funded by the UK Prevention Research Partnership and supported by several key 

partners in education, planning, healthcare and local government (https://actearly.org.uk/). 

In partnership with ActEarly, UCL, Bradford Institute for Health Research and the University of York, our 

community research and evaluation team has delivered this crucial community research. The findings 

present the stark reality for people living in Tower Hamlets, stuck in inadequate housing, and making the 

best use of the number of beautiful, but inadequately managed outside spaces, trying to provide the best 

start for their young families. The results focus on the intersection of the home inside and outside and 

identify current and potential synergies. Local families present examples of the inside and outside that 

support and don’t support eachother, and where one or both are preventing or reducing health and 

wellbeing outcomes. Families also propose much needed improvements that can and need to be made. 

The findings present a massive opportunity for all stakeholders, to plan a response together and deliver on 

that plan. The Bromley by Bow Centre, as one stakeholder, is fully committed to playing its part to forge the 

next steps and deliver on improving home lives, inside and outside, and residents’ wider health and 

wellbeing.  

 

Rob Trimble, Chief Executive 

December 2021  

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/resources-reports/fair-society-healthy-lives-the-marmot-review
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/Ca5lCAnEghZAANfGoq-C?domain=actearly.org.uk/
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1. Key findings 

1.1 Aim, context and method 

 In a partnership of organisations collaborating to deliver ActEarly1, including the Bromley by Bow 

Centre, UCL, Bradford Institute for Health Research and York University, this study begins to fill the 

gap in evidence of how the home environment works, and can work, in synergy with other aspects of 

the neighbourhood to enable children’s wellbeing.  

 Funded by the ActEarly Research Innovation Fund, a UKPRP funded research consortium which 

focusses on upstream early life interventions to improve the health and opportunities for children 

living in two contrasting areas with high levels of child poverty: Bradford, Yorkshire and Tower 

Hamlets, London. 

 Tower Hamlets is a young and densely populated borough, with over a quarter of homes with 

dependent children at the last census count (2011) and in 2019 around 40 percent of homes in over-

crowded conditions. It also contains over 200 parks and green spaces and a strong heritage of 

community centres and similar local assets.2 

 To capture a range of views, two areas were specifically concentrated upon: Bromley by Bow and 

Watts Grove. The areas were chosen because together they represent the different housing stock in 

Tower Hamlets – in Bromley by Bow Victorian terraces, old (1970s and earlier) low rise and high rise 

blocks of flats and in Watts Grove new build low and high rise blocks of flats built approximately 10 

years ago. Both include a local community centre and playground.  

 The community research team at the Bromley by Bow Centre engaged 13 local residents with 

children under 12 years during August 2021. The engagement format: 

o 1:1 interviews with each to explore how parents navigated the complex factors supporting 

and hindering their children’s wellbeing and proposals for change.  

o Each interview participant was invited to complete the online HAPIE (Health And Place 

Intervention Evaluation) tool which uses standard measures of wellbeing, physical activity, 

play and street perception surveys combined with measures of housing such as 

overcrowding, to provide information about how the quality of indoor and outdoor space 

affects family health and wellbeing.  

 The themes and recommendations have since been shared and views on each captured in an open 

interactive forum at the Bromley by Bow Centre in two ways, resulting in support for and additional 

proposed changes. 

                                                      
1 https://actearly.org.uk/  
2 Tower Hamlets ‘Borough Profile 2020’ report (accessed in 2021). 
https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/community_and_living/borough_statistics/Borough_profile.aspx  

https://actearly.org.uk/
https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/lgnl/community_and_living/borough_statistics/Borough_profile.aspx
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 Due to the timing of the study families’ responses will be impacted by their experience of the 

pandemic, bringing to the forefront the extent to which local space supports families and the 

ongoing reliance on the domestic space for work. 

 The community research approach taken has enabled the study to have: a basis in community 

development ethical principles; established trust with the research team; local relevance of the 

interview guide; and a feedback mechanism to sharing the findings and support recommendation-

building. 

Table 1 sets out the key findings from this study which are summarised below. This is followed by key 

opportunities for change drawn from the data.  

 

1.2 Influencers and stressors 

Four ongoing stressors and/or influencers emerge from the data, setting the backdrop to the interview 

responses:  

 In aiming to support their children’s wellbeing, families make trade-offs between positive features of 

the local area (particularly its accessibility and walkability, school provision and local friendships for 

their children) and the quality of their home environment (particularly lack of space or disrepairs) 

and concerns about the local area. 

 Families' needs from the physical environment change with each child's age. 

 Unaffordable and/or unsuitable housing is a continual pressure for families which effects all family 

members, including children, to varying degrees. 

 Families are fighting a battle on their own due to stressors they feel are out of their control, for 

example repairs, improvements and anti-social behaviour, all of which are currently within the 

control of others.
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Table 1 Summary of findings 

 

Inside Outside Inside Outside Inside Outside

1 Overcrowding, congestion, overdevelopment and poor design both inside and outside the home 

reduces wellbeing.

x x x x

2 Fear of harm from outside the home forces families to seek out only the safest of spaces, usually at 

home, and a reduced use of outside space. E.g. crime, road traffic accidents, exposure to anti-social 

behaviour.

x x x x x x

3 Parents are fighting the continual risk that the perpetual cycle of lack of maintenance and neglect of 

the local physical environment will stimulate a lack of care among their children.

x x

4 The lack of maintenance, repair and upgrades inside and outside both prevents optimum use of 

available space and risks children's wellbeing

x x x x

5 Lack of clarity and flexibility in landlords systems used to evaluate,  prioritise and fix problems 

perpetuates the cycle of neglect and the feelings of lack of care.

x x

6 A trusted community outside the home extends feelings of security and wellbeing inside the home. x x x

7 Families with a lack of space at home try to use hyperlocal safe and green play spaces, visible from the 

home, used as an extension to homes. Provision is insufficient for older kids, teens and wet weather.

x x x x x

8 Walkable from home safe activities for children and teens is lacking e.g. play equipment, space for 

homework, sports, skill and wellbeing building programmes. 

x x x

9 Healthy and supportive amenities, no more than a walk away, are crucial. x x x

10 Access to space that is further away, accessed via transport, that offers something different to space at 

home/within the proximity, for physical, cultural and social development.

x x

Themes

Influencers and stressors: • Children’s wellbeing is a priority. 

• Families' needs from the physical environment 

change with each child's age.

• Unaffordable and/or unsuitable housing is a 

continual pressure for families affecting all family 

members' wellbeing.

• Families are fighting a battle on their own due to 

stressors perceived to be out of their control.

Supportive

 of children's wellbeing

NOT supportive 

of children's wellbeing

Physical environment changes 

to support children's wellbeing
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1.3 Ten themes: synergies and conflicts 

Children’s wellbeing is influenced in many ways through their interaction with their local space.  

The most prevalent theme concerned lack of space exacerbated by poor design: 

 Overcrowding, congestion and overdevelopment both inside and outside the home reduces 

wellbeing (theme 1). 

Safety and security prompted three major themes: 

 Fear of harm from outside the home forces families to seek out only the safest of spaces, 

usually at home, and a reduced use of outside space (theme 2).  

 Parents are fighting the continual risk that the perpetual cycle of lack of maintenance and 

neglect of the local physical environment could stimulate a lack of care among their children 

(theme 3). 

 However, a trusted community outside the home extends feelings of security and wellbeing 

inside the home (theme 6). 

Perceptions of neglect and lack of care around the neighbourhood also influenced how parents 

engaged their children with their environments: 

 The lack of maintenance, repair and upgrades inside and outside both prevents optimum use 

of available space and risks children's health and wellbeing (theme 4). 

 Lack of clarity and flexibility in landlords’ systems used to evaluate, prioritise and fix 

problems perpetuates the cycle of neglect and feeling of lack of care (theme 5). This has 

been felt more acutely by families during the lockdown and pandemic which has both 1) 

emphasised the shortfall of their dwellings during periods of isolation; and 2) reduced the 

responsiveness of local organisations to problems being reported due to increased pressure 

on services. 

Finally, in finding ways to support their children’s wellbeing, families referred to a variety of spaces 

(see Figure 1), whilst prioritising the most local spheres in their discussion. Spaces with different 

proximities to the home served different but important functions for the household: 

 Families with insufficient space inside are reliant on hyperlocal safe and green play spaces, 

visible from the home, used as an extension to homes. Provision is insufficient for older kids, 

teens and wet weather (theme 7). 

 Walkable from home, safe activities allow kids/teens to develop through independence 

whilst the proximity to home means they can feel safe and confident (theme 8). 
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 Healthy and supportive amenities, no more than a walk away, are crucial (theme 9). 

 Access to space further away, via transport, supports physical, cultural and social 

development (theme 10). 

 

1.4 Opportunities for improvement 

Related to these themes, families offered specific suggestions to improve their inside and outside 

spaces:  

 Some families need to be rehoused to secure a home environment that meets their basic 

needs e.g. sufficient number of bedrooms and safe for all family members. 

 Families need their immediate space to be extended through better access to public spaces, 

from “rainy day” spaces to youth centres. 

 Providing children with high quality and age-appropriate activities and learning, such as 

long-term skills-building programmes and re-established community events. 

 Residents need increased safety, security and ownership of local space, such as better CCTV 

and new ways to manage and fix their own and shared areas. 

 Planning and housing design need to be fit for family life, primarily by providing more space 

for families. 

 Fixing specific concerns, such as rubbish collection and gates in play areas, would make 

outdoor space clean and safe for children. 

 Local organisations can build local communication and connection with and between 

residents, through local newsletters and door-to-door communication. 

 Upgrading local amenities would counter neglect. New play equipment, libraries, cafes and 

community centres were prized. 

 Local organisations and Transport for London should invest in supporting families to travel 

further afield, through group trips and discounts and new bus routes. 

 

 

 

1.5 Conclusion 

This study centres on how families apportion, arrange and mitigate limited home space and/or poor 

quality design. It shows how the external environment can hugely support and undermine this 
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effort. Families shared with us a range of pragmatic strategies they employ to make the most of the 

spaces available to them, alongside their priorities for making use of these spaces.  

The study emphasises the importance of better communication and partnership-working between 

families/communities and local organisations, especially regarding the management of 

environmental hazards (indoor and outdoor) and of crime/anti-social behaviours, as well as 

regarding the provision of local age-appropriate activities and places for children. 

The range of ‘opportunities for improvement’ encompass simple fixes and more ambitious 

proposals, and for some a set of stakeholders to respond is already clear. Further work will be 

carried out to build recommendations and action with a group of local stakeholders from these 

findings. 

1.6 Next steps 

A number of stakeholders are well placed to respond to the proposed changes to improve space in 

Tower Hamlets. All results will be shared with Tower Hamlets residents, Bromley by Bow Centre and 

Health staff and local stakeholder organisations directly and via newsletters, social media and 

magazines.  
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2. Context, aims and objectives 

2.1 Context 

The context for this research is in two parts:  

 Tower Hamlet’s pre-pandemic population, environment and housing; 

 A gap in evidence. 

A snapshot of each is presented below, drawing from data contained in the Tower Hamlets ‘Borough 

Profile 2020’ report (accessed in 2021).  

 

Tower Hamlets population: 

Pre-pandemic figures show that Tower Hamlets is the second most densely populated local authority 

area in the country with 16, 237 persons per km2 and has experienced the fastest growing 

population nationally, the equivalent of 19 additional residents every day. This is against a backdrop 

of low net internal migration, with more people moving out of Tower Hamlets for other areas in the 

UK than are moving into the borough. 

At the last count, in the 2011 Census, 27% of households in the borough had dependent children, 

however these households are not distributed equally across the borough; Watts Grove and Bromley 

by Bow, where this study took place, includes 30% or more households with dependent children. 

 

Tower Hamlets environment: 

The borough has a rich and historical environment, with more than 200 parks and open spaces. 

However, it also produces the 3rd highest level of CO2 emissions in London.  

In 2019, the borough was the 36th most deprived area in England on the Living Environment Domain 

of the Indices of Multiple Deprivation. 

 

Tower Hamlets housing: 

Around 12,000 additional homes were built in the borough between 2015 and 2018. Still in 2019 

there were 19,826 households on the Tower Hamlets housing register, the third highest waiting list 
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in London, and around 40 percent were living in over-crowded conditions. Tower Hamlets also has 

the 7th highest number of households in London (2,529), living in temporary accommodation. 

Homelessness disproportionately affects younger residents in the borough and those with 

dependent children. 

Tower Hamlets has one of the highest housing targets in London and is expected to accommodate 

an additional 54,000 homes between 2016/17 and 2030/31. 

 

Gap in evidence 

‘Since 2010 evidence of the relationships between health and built and natural environments has 

grown and the role the environment plays in influencing health is now better understood’ (Citizens 

Advice, 2019)3. For example: 

 ‘Poor quality housing, particularly damp and cold homes, directly harm physical and mental 

health and poor housing conditions continue to harm health in England and widen health 

inequalities’ (Marmot et al, 2020)4. 

 ‘In a report published in 2018, IHE described how unhealthy high streets relate closely to 

levels of deprivation and drive and exacerbate health inequalities directly and indirectly’. 

Features include lack of diversity in the retail offer, lack of green infrastructure, noise/air 

pollution, litter/area degradation/ dog fouling, traffic collisions, crime/fear of, and cluttered 

pavements/non-inclusive design (Marmot et al, 2020)5. 

Research to date includes a limited focus on the potential for interaction – whether negative or 

positive - between the home environment and the local neighbourhood. A place-based approach is 

needed to address this knowledge gap, since the links between the home environment and the local 

area may be affected by the complex interactions within the local social, physical and policy 

contexts.   

                                                      
3 Citizens Advice. Achieving income security for all. Citizens Advice; 2019. Accessed 15 October 
2019. Available from https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/policy-research-topics/welfare-
policyresearch-surveys-and-consultation-responses/welfare-policy-research/achieving-income-
security-for-all/. 
4 Marmot, M. et al (2020), ‘HEALTH EQUITY IN ENGLAND: THE MARMOT REVIEW 10 YEARS ON’ 
https://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/resources-reports/marmot-review-10-years-on/the-marmot-
review-10-years-on-full-report.pdf  
5 Ibid.  

https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/policy-research-topics/welfare-policyresearch-surveys-and-consultation-responses/welfare-policy-research/achieving-income-security-for-all/
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/policy-research-topics/welfare-policyresearch-surveys-and-consultation-responses/welfare-policy-research/achieving-income-security-for-all/
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/about-us/policy/policy-research-topics/welfare-policyresearch-surveys-and-consultation-responses/welfare-policy-research/achieving-income-security-for-all/
https://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/resources-reports/marmot-review-10-years-on/the-marmot-review-10-years-on-full-report.pdf
https://www.instituteofhealthequity.org/resources-reports/marmot-review-10-years-on/the-marmot-review-10-years-on-full-report.pdf
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2.2 Aim and objectives 

This study aims to begin to fill the gap in evidence of how the home environment works, and can 

work, in synergy with other aspects of the neighbourhood to enable children’s wellbeing. 

Specifically:  

1. To explore what parents feel about the quality of their home and local outdoor environments as 

well as community assets, focusing on the potential for complementarity between housing and 

neighbourhood-level aspects, which could support (or hinder) their children’s health and wellbeing. 

2. To explore what types of interventions parents feel would help maximise their quality of life in 

their current home. 

Tower Hamlets has some of the highest rates of child poverty in the UK which has driven the 

development of a strong foundation of community-developed research, in particular through the 

Communities Driving Change programme and transformative community health models developed 

by the Bromley by Bow Centre. 

3. Methodology 

This study takes a place-based approach in Tower Hamlets, one of two areas with high levels of child 

poverty ActEarly is currently focused on to improve the health and opportunities for children. A 

similar study is taking place in Bradford. 

Sample design and recruitment 

Thirteen 1:1 depth interviews were conducted with parents, some single, of primary school aged 

children, in the Watts Grove and Bromley by Bow part of Tower Hamlets between July and August 

2021. Many parents had children older and younger than primary school children and had been 

living in the area for a minimum of two years. The areas, marked on the map below in Figure 2 were 

chosen as contrasting sites within Tower Hamlets: Watts Grove containing substantial new 

development and Bromley by Bow containing a more established community (see pictures that 

follow). Study participants were recruited via Bromley by Bow Centre’s channels of communication 

with local residents. They were parents to either one or two primary school aged children, and up to 

four children in total. Each participant was compensated for their time with a voucher. 
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All themes and recommendations grounded in the interview data have been shared and views on 

each captured through a distinct study ‘Thoughts on the Street’6 in an open interactive forum at the 

Bromley by Bow Centre in two ways: 

1. Families were invited to paint on the street, using temporary paint, a visual representation 

of their priority drawn from the proposed recommendations.  

2. A verbal presentation alongside posters for each combination of the ten themes and 

recommendations which attendees were invited to discuss and attach ‘post its’ to share 

views and any other suggestions. 

This opportunity was provided through funding secured separately by the Bromley by Bow Centre 

from the ActEarly Research and Innovation Fund. The additional views and changes proposed are 

embedded into the findings section of this report and are available to view separately in the 

‘Thoughts on the Street’ (Bromley by Bow Centre, 2021) report7.   

After the interview, participants were also invited to complete an online questionnaire based on the 

‘Health And Place Intervention Evaluation’ (HAPIE) survey tool, developed within the ActEarly 

project to provide information about how the quality of indoor and outdoor space affects family 

health and wellbeing. HAPIE was used for the purposes of comparing interview findings and survey 

data, as well as gathering relevant participants’ details – this aspect will be reported separately. 

Participants were also encouraged to share, preferably ahead of the interviews, pictures of the 

indoor/outdoor environment which represents how these may impact their child(ren)’s wellbeing.    

The study protocol was approved by as Low Risk by University College London, Bartlett School of 

Environment Energy and Resources (ref: 20210616_IEDE_STA_ETH) and registered for data 

protection (ref. Z6364106/2021/07/29 social research).   

                                                      
6 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’: https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-
evaluation/  
7 Ibid. 

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Figure 2 Location of areas selected for targeted recruitment 
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Figure 3 Images of housing stock in Bromley by Bow 
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Figure 4 Images of housing stock in Watts Grove 
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Interview schedule 

A semi-structured interview schedule was prepared by the Bromley by Bow Centre research and 

evaluation team and a team of researchers from University College London, and subsequently tested 

and refined by Bromley by Bow. Sections are contained in Table 2 below.  

Table 2 Semi-structured interview schedule 

Section Mechanism to engage and capture views 

 

o Perception of the local area 

 Aspects that support/do not support 

children’s wellbeing 

 Ideal changes 

 Community researchers, local residents 

trained in qualitative and participatory 

research methods, and working with 

Bromley by Bow Centre social 

researchers, conducted the interviews. 

 Method grounded in community 

development principles. 

 Assurance of confidentiality and that 

participants’ stories will be honoured. 

 Topic guide tested amongst community 

researchers for relevance and meaning. 

 Open-ended questions with air time 

dedicated to study participants.  

 Trust built, due to the support and local 

presence of the Bromley by Bow Centre.  

 Event to share findings and gather 

feedback. 

o Perception of the home environment 

 Aspects that support/do not support 

children’s wellbeing 

 Ideal changes 

o Ideal synergies between the local area and 

the home environment to improve 

experience 

 

As shown in Table 3, analysis is drawn from the raw data, notes taken after the interviews, audio 

recordings and discussions between interviewers. Identified from the analysis are a number of 

synergies, conflicts, commonality and difference between the inside and the outside of the home, 

and opportunities for improvement.    
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Table 3 Approach to analysis to capture synergies and conflicts between the inside of the home 

and the outside 

Approach to analysis  Experience/view of inside and outside the home 

captured 

Raw data:  

notes, audio 

recordings.  

 

 Detection  Influencers and stressors 

The data driven context affecting study participants’ 

responses. 

 

Categorisation  Synergies and conflicts between the inside and the 

outside of the home 

Strengths and weaknesses inside and outside the 

home. 

Classification  Opportunities for improvement 

What works and ideal changes. 
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4. Findings  

 Emerging from the data are four ‘stressors and influencers’ which present the backdrop to 

the findings, and illustrate aspects of families’ daily context that are an ongoing strain 

and/or influence interview responses. It is important to recognise that these are drawn from 

the small number of interviews conducted that did not deep dive into the study participants’ 

current context or past. 

 Grounded in the analysis are ten themes that illustrate synergies, conflicts and 

commonalities between the inside and outside the home that directly influence children’s 

wellbeing. Alongside each are recommendations for change shared by study participants.  

 Whilst there were some differences between the two local areas within Tower Hamlets 

where participants were recruited, some key themes were similar across both areas. 

Perceptions of the quality of local play/green areas and of children-friendly places/activities 

varied across individuals but did not seem clustered within the two local areas considered in 

this study. This could be because satisfaction with the provision may be affected by 

individual preferences/needs (including the children’s ages) as well as access/use of 

transport.  

 

4.1 Influencers and stressors 

Four influencers and stressors, setting the context for the themes emerging from the data are as 

follows: 

i. Children’s wellbeing is a priority  

 Overall, families felt that their children’s wellbeing was good. Some children had physical 

health conditions, experienced anxiety, or had autism, which were felt to impact their 

wellbeing. 

 Parents interviewed talked about carefully considering how they use their home/local 

environment, to benefit their children best. 

 Parents are grappling with difficult decisions to facilitate their children’s wellbeing e.g. 

relocate to a more affordable area which could improve wellbeing due to increased space at 

home and lower bills, or reduce wellbeing as a result of taking children away from their 

routine and friends.  

 The importance of family wellbeing as a means to children’s wellbeing was illustrated 

throughout as parents raised their own and older sibling’s wellbeing as part of the discussion 

about children’s wellbeing. 
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ii. Families' needs from the physical environment changes with each child's age. 

 Towards puberty, older children need a private space, including a quiet environment for 

homework. Sharing a room is a concern, particularly when genders are mixed.  

 Families with younger children prefer to be hyperlocal, fitting in a range of different 

essential activities in the short space of time available. For one family, the under 5s play area 

on the ground floor of their flats had been particularly useful, whilst for another navigating 

the pram up and down stairs when the lift had broken was highlighted as difficult.  

 Safely balancing the needs of different children at the same time is a challenge.  

iii. Unaffordable and/or unsuitable housing is a continual pressure for families. 

 Even when cramped and unsuitable, for some families, house rents are not affordable. 

‘…we live in an affordable rent house which is very high rent’. (Study participant) 

‘The rate was too high, everything was too high here. And with the four kids it was a very 

tough time for us to spend all the money for everything. We need to buy food, we need to 

buy clothes, basic things. We are doing well now, it's OK now. Because whenever you have 

more money to spend you need to do more work. My husband is doing hard work; we don't 

see him from morning until night.’ (Study participant) 

iv. Families feel they are fighting a battle on their own due to stressors out of their control.  

 Parents articulated a lack of control over aspects of their environment that are negative, for 

example: 

o The debris left behind from drug use and crime that their children are exposed to on 

a daily basis.  

o Neglect and the need for major internal and external repairs which creates safety 

concerns.  

o Security in outside spaces, such as a gate between Jolles Park and a busy road.  

o Waste overflowing from bins or being dumped locally.  

 Some families feel neglected and/or confused by the process for reporting repairs needed 

and how these are prioritised within the system.  

 The lack of a supportive and caring system was also expressed in relation to affordability 

issues and housing allocation systems.  

“I had some problems with my other house and I became homeless and then they 

said 'You have to take whatever we give you'. […] And the rate was too high, 

everything was too high here […] When we knew [that it was not affordable rent] 

we said to the housing officer that we are not taking this property. And he said 
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'You don't have any option because you are from homeless'. So we don't have any 

options to get anymore property because we are from homeless. This is another 

thing. There's so many confusing systems, confusion everywhere.” (Study 

participant) 

 

4.2 Ten themes: synergies and conflict 

Emerging from the interview data are ten themes at the intersection of the home inside and outside 

illustrating varying degrees of synergy and conflict. For each theme, presented below is a summary, 

alongside: 

 Features of the physical environment that support children’s wellbeing. 

 Features of the physical environment that are not supportive of children’s wellbeing. 

 Recommendations for change. 

Proposals for change shared by families at the open event are presented separately for each theme. 
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Theme 1: Overcrowding, congestion and overdevelopment both inside and outside the home 

reduces wellbeing. 

Summary 

Congestion, overdevelopment and poor design, both inside and outside the home, are reducing 

children’s wellbeing and major ongoing concerns for families interviewed. 

For study participants, the greatest concern inside the home was overcrowding. Some had outgrown 

their accommodation some time ago but could not afford to achieve more space locally. Left with 

the decision to relocate for more space or maintain their children’ routine and networks, they have 

prioritised the latter, feeling that on balance that is the way to achieve the greatest level of 

wellbeing for their children. 

‘One of the biggest concerns in our area is overcrowding. (Study participant) 

‘A very tiny flat for six people.’ (Study participant) 

‘…even my daughter she feels like she doesn't have space to do anything, she always 

complains, 'I don't like this house'. [..] we can't have her friends around because I have to be 

careful of the hazards in the house because obviously it's such a small space…’ (Study 

participant) 

Poor design of spaces can impact on feelings of safety indoors. For example, families with young 

children above the lower floors feel unsafe inside their homes and avoid using the balcony in fear 

that a child can be harmed, preventing access to the outside: 

‘…our windows don't open much. It does but I'm scared to open it because we're on the top 

floor, it's a four floor building… They could climb on the windowsill and they could just 

disappear… So you open it 10 centimetres and hardly any air comes in’. (Study participant) 

And one participant described the inflexibility of the design of her home to be able to make changes: 

‘Even when you're moving furniture around and stuff it's so difficult to get the sofa to one 

place and then the TV and then all the other stuff. The way it's shaped. […]’ (Study 

participant). 
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Study participants are forced to try to use space flexibly for multiple needs, with varying levels of 

success. This particularly impacts on children’s quiet or private space and time with families, a major 

concern for interviewees. 

‘…children just not having enough space for study, for play within their homes, that is a huge 

concern.’ (Study participant) 

‘…for her to go into her own room and play. Even space to have a dining table and chairs to 

eat together.’ (Study participant) 

‘There’s not a quiet moment.’ (Study participant) 

‘I'm sharing a bedroom with my daughter, that's one thing I would change.’ (Study 

participant) 

‘We basically live, eat, and entertain in the living room.’ (Study participant) 

“No room to manoeuvre”. (Study participant) 

 

Noise from music, traffic and building work outside the home infiltrates homes inside creating stress 

and tension. Pollution from cars, waste and rubbish is a concern for study participants and reduces 

trust in the outside as a means to compensate for cramped housing.   

‘…the rubbish is the problem. This is area is disgusting, when you go outside […] 

there's so much flies in the house. They're going to pick up one week of bins, 

that's why there's so much rubbish here’. (Study participant) 

 

‘There's no educating the community about litter and the bins, we don't have 

enough bins. So litter is always an issue’. (Study participant) 

 

Families need the opportunity to move to bigger properties locally as their families’ needs grow and 

change. Better planning to avoid overcrowding and environmental pollution (air, noise and waste), 

and to allow for basic needs, is also needed, and noise management.  
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Table 4 Theme 1 breakdown: Congestion, overdevelopment and poor design, both inside and outside the home reduces wellbeing. Additional 
recommendations from Thoughts on the Street8 event included in second row. 

 

                                                      
8 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

Cramped spaces inside 

infiltrated by pollution 

and congestion outside

• Noise from outside 

disturbs the home inside. 

• Too little space.

• Lack of car parking 

spaces

• Children sharing rooms 

is a concern, particularly 

different genders or ages.

Noise and pollution

• Loud music 

occasionally.

• Noisy building work and 

construction.

• Pollution from traffic.

Improved space planning 

and management

• Increased opportunities 

to move to bigger 

properties locally when 

family outgrows current 

property.

• Installing a window in 

the bathroom.

Improved space planning 

and management

• Housing/transport 

planning to avoid 

congestion/lack of space. 

• Increased noise 

management.                                                                                    

• Better home design for 

family living/space and 

storage.

• It would be nice to 

move house once or 

twice. 

• More outdoor space for 

family housing.

• Underground parking.

• More green spaces.

• More activities for 

children and adults.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 2: Fear of external hazards forces families to seek out only the safest of spaces, usually at 

home, and a reduced use of outside space.  

Summary 

Participants feel a real threat towards themselves and their children from others outside their home 

– from drug dealing to knife crime to theft. 

 ‘We had so many crimes and [they have] become more and more local, more and more 

nearby. I also don't know what we can do about it except be careful ourselves.’ (Study 

participant) 

This is particularly true at night time.  

‘We need more security basically. That's the worst thing I would say, the safety…. When it 

goes dark I'm a bit scared coming home that thinking there might be someone watching. 

There's a bus station next to my house and once we were standing there and someone 

broke a glass from a car and they took it within a second... [The police] have [been] 

patrolling but it's in the daytime.’ (Study participant)  

For some participants, crime or the threat of crime is within the proximity of their home and there is 

a fear that disagreements about noise can lead to confrontations.  

 

Participants find protection and security inside their home whilst recognising that not everyone has 

that. Some said that they encourage their children to stay at home to avoid being either a victim of 

crime or joining criminal or anti-social activities. However, this is not considered satisfactory as the 

often cramped homes with insufficient space cannot provide all that the children need.  

 

Participants need additional security, both technical e.g. CCTV, and human including an increased 

police presence, reducing to just one gate in play spaces, events to enable the community to come 

together, and clarity on who is responsible for the security of different spaces. 
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Table 5 Theme 2 breakdown: Fear of external hazards forces families to seek out only the safest of spaces, usually at home, and a reduced use of outside 
space. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street event9 included in second row. 

 

                                                      
9 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

Safety felt with CCTV

• CCTV.

• Having a home and 

shutting the door.

Safety felt outside in 

secure spaces

• Communal gardens 

which are closed just for 

residents and have gates.

• Balcony overlooking 

communal garden – ability 

to oversee children when 

playing.

• Neighbours looking out 

for children in park.

• Fence separating play 

spaces (older and 

younger).

Fear when relationships 

with neighbours 

breakdown

• Fear of confrontation 

about ASB e.g. noise and 

too many big dogs in 

communal balcony area.

Reduced use of outdoor 

space due to fear

• Scared to be out at 

night – lack of lighting.

• Stabbing.

• Experience of theft and 

vandalism at bus station.

• Drug dealing.

• Can't leave disabled 

badge in car overnight as 

it gets stolen

• Speedbumps not having 

the desired effect.

Additional security

• CCTV.

Increased safety 

measures

• More safety measures 

needed e.g. cameras 

particularly to catch 

people dumping rubbish.

• Systems of ownership 

around parks/green 

spaces – security, policy, 

parents.

• One gate in play areas.

• More police patrols at 

night.

• More security and 

policing.

• Install CCTV/security 

gates for blocks.

• More community events 

to encourage society to 

come together and deter 

young people being 

influenced into Anti-Social 

Behaviour.

• Ban alcohol out in the 

open and in parks (like 

how it is enforced in 

buses).

• Better lighting in parks 

and underpasses.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 3: Parents are fighting the continual risk that the perpetual cycle of lack of maintenance 

and neglect of the local physical environment will stimulate a lack of care among their children 

Summary 

Study participants talked about evidence of neglect of housing and the local area, including dirt, 

vandalism, drug debris visible. Parents equated this neglect with a lack of care. 

‘One person puts out one piece of rubbish and then within hours it piles up and no one 

seems to care to think that that is not the right way to do it.’ (Study participant) 

‘It just seems like a neglected part of Tower Hamlets’ (Study participant) 

 

 They work hard to prevent the effect of the neglect on their children and family, for example: 

 Trying to avoid drug debris and vandalism that risks safety. 

 Trying to teach respect for shared space and instil a caring attitude and behaviour in their 

children. 

The neglect is said to come from multiple places – individuals, housing association collection 

schedules, teenagers congregating at night. There are also multiple people and organisations who 

can have impact on the spaces, including the landlord, council, community, residents, and housing 

association. Therefore, exactly where responsibility lies is seen as complex and unclear. Added to 

which, participants said that where there is clarity, those responsible do not always take action 

successfully (e.g. landlords). 

‘First thing the CCTV, they're not doing anything about it. Secondly the dustbin, the smell, it's 

not good for your health and they're not doing anything about it.’ (Study participant) 

Families need increased security and penalties to prevent anti-social behaviour.   
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Table 6 Theme 3 breakdown: Parents are fighting the continual risk that the perpetual cycle of lack of maintenance and neglect of the local physical 
environment will stimulate a lack of care among their children. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street10 event included in second row. 

 

                                                      
10 Bromley by Bow (2010) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing INSIDE children’s wellbeing OUTSIDE

Anti-social behaviour 

inside creates fear inside

• Noise (leads to 

confrontations).

• Too many big dogs in 

communal balcony area.

Ant-social behaviour and 

lack of maintenance

• Dirt and litter, rubbish 

being dumped and dog 

poo on the streets

• Bins piling up or not 

collected enough 

• Graffiti

• Playground vandalised

• Large groups of teenage 

boys being antisocial.

• Children seeing drug 

debris from night time 

activities and asking 

questions about drugs 

and crime. 

• Loud music 

occasionally.

Area maintenance and reduce anti-social 

behaviour

• More measures to prevent/catch anti-social 

behaviour e.g. cameras particularly to catch 

people dumping rubbish

• Harder line on anti-social behaviour

• A makeover of the immediate area

• Teaching autonomy and respect for shared 

space at home and in wider environment/ 

counteract litter, disrespect for communal spaces                                                                                    

• More security and policing.

• Install CCTV/security gates for blocks. • More community events to encourage society 

to come together and deter young people being 

influenced into Anti-Social Behaviour.

• Ban alcohol out in the open and in parks (like 

how it is enforced in buses).

• Better lighting in parks and underpasses.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 4: The lack of maintenance, repair and upgrades inside and outside both prevents optimum 

use of available space and risks children's wellbeing 

Summary 

Study participants say that properties and the surrounding area aren’t maintained sufficiently well 

preventing full and safe use of the space available. 

Inside the home, a slow or complete lack of repair creates health risks, for example:   

‘Usually they're [the housing association are] good but certain stuff they leave it too late 

before they can come because they don't count it as an emergency. For instance, I've got a 

bathroom and toilet which is combined together, and I've got five people in one property so 

you can imagine how often the bathroom is being used. I was left without any bathroom 

lights for a good three weeks.’ (Study participant) 

‘Within our block itself we've actually set up a residents’ action group because of the poor 

conditions that everyone is living in. We personally haven't been so badly affected but there 

are many residents who are suffering with damp, with constant leaks. Very old building, the 

repair work is shoddy …it just doesn't get seen to properly.’ (Study participant) 

The lack of maintenance of communal areas is an ongoing concern and considered hard to solve e.g. 

excrement in stairwells, lifts not working, dead ivy, rubbish not being collected regularly enough (the 

most common concern participants raised). 

‘When the bin is full and then we have no choice, it's stamped everywhere and when it's 

raining or windy the rubbish is everywhere.’ (Study participant) 

Outside the home some communal resources, important for physical and social development, 

cannot be used due to a lack of repair or maintenance such as the football pitch in need of repair 

and polluted canal.  

The lack of maintenance or repairs is sometimes intertwined with low quality issues and the need for 

upgrades:  

“…the little pockets of green spaces that we have are not clean and friendly enough. They 

are mismanaged. They are shared between say dog walkers and little children. […] The play 

structures themselves, the actual play equipment is poor, very old, often dangerous, poorly 

lit, the lighting is really poor on our estate. […]. There isn't enough provision for under 5s 
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for the play equipment. And then also for the older say between 7 to the 15-year-old the 

play equipment and the play space isn't adequate”. (Study participant) 

 

Families would like repairs that could be carried out more promptly and fully, and feel that this 

should be possible. They need waste management systems that work. As well, a system of 

ownership that recognises the involvement of all stakeholders, including residents, and enables 

accountability and action e.g. security measures.
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Table 7 Theme 4 breakdown: The lack of maintenance, repair and upgrades inside and outside both prevents optimum use of available space and risks 
children's wellbeing. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street11 event included in second row. 

  

                                                      
11 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

Health risk  due to 

persistent lack of 

maintenance

• Lift regularly out of 

service 

• Excrement on stairwell

• Vents behind built in 

wardrobe leading to 

damp

• Blocked sinks

Safety risk due to the 

dirty environment

• Allergies to dust

• Damp affecting 

breathing

• Fly tipping means flies 

coming into flat

Health risk  due to 

persistent lack of 

maintenance

• Fire risk - dead ivy, 

housing association won’t 

remove it

• Pot holes

• Dirty water in canal and 

lake

• Communal football 

pitch in need of repair

Repairs, improvements 

and maintenance - 

increasing local 

ownership

• Responsive and 

proactive repairs and 

upgrades

   

Repairs, improvements 

and maintenance - 

increasing local 

ownership

• Systems of ownership 

around parks/green 

spaces – security, policy, 

parents

• One gate in play areas

• More police patrols at 

night

• More bins

• More to support 

recycling

• Recycling points and 

household recycling

• More dog 

patrols/littering

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 5: Lack of clarity and flexibility in landlords’ systems used to evaluate, prioritise and fix 

problems perpetuates the cycle of neglect and the feelings of lack of care. 

Summary 

Parents feel disempowered and unable to help fix problems in the physical environment due to a 

perception that landlords’ rules are inflexible, possibly exacerbated by additional precautionary 

measures following the Grenfell Tower fire, e.g. no washing to be hung out to dry on balconies, 

items in communal hallways disposed of.  One participant spoke about needing to restrict her 

families’ use of the flat to the bedroom in the winter in order to dry clothes: 

‘Because in the wintertime it does get really cold. So obviously putting the heating on but 

then you can't put too much heating because of the humidity and because of the damp as 

well. And plus obviously I have to hang up clothes in the bedroom and that doesn't help. 

Because to hang out the clothes I have to leave the windows open for it to dry. Because I 

don't have anywhere else to hang the clothes. So if I put the clothes in the bedroom they 

don't have no space to play in the bedroom […]  We're not allowed to do it [drying clothes] 

on the balcony. […] And the living room is quite cold, more than the bedroom. So in the 

winter most times we have to stay in the bedroom because it is cold’. (Study participant) 

The disabling effect that the rules have is exacerbated by long wait times for landlord repairs and 

study participants feeling deprioritised in favour of more wealthy residents. 

‘…they seem to be developing certain areas for a certain kind of people, it's gentrification if 

that makes sense. […]. But [social landlord] is neglecting a community like ours which is 

middle income or maybe even lower end I'd say, we're suffering because they are 

completely neglecting these areas.’ (Study participant) 

The Covid-19 pandemic and lockdowns have further reduced landlords’ responsiveness to repair 

requests, and occasionally this is perceived as an excuse for inefficiencies or delays: 

“So landlords, because of Covid it's hard to reach them at the moment but for example I had 

a tap that needed repairing, it took two months for them to keep rearranging appointments 

because of isolation and so forth”. (Study participant) 

It was at times unclear to participants how/why repairs were prioritised and there was an overall 

sense of mismatching priorities/needs from a landlord and residents’ perspective.  
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“And because I have got a few mobility issues I've got some equipment in the bathroom 

that I need to use. I did tell them that but they didn't take that as an emergency, they said 

that's a non- emergency appointment so I had to wait for three weeks”. (Study participant) 

 

Parents spoke of a range of different community and resident responses from assertive e.g. a 

successful challenge of a housing association’s decision to close a football pitch during school 

holidays to switched off, passive and passing through. 

 ‘There's no one actively pushing for change.’ (Study participant) 

Study participants expressed a wish/need for unnecessarily limiting rules to be relaxed, residents to 

be empowered and resourced to make some repairs themselves if appropriate, as individuals and 

groups, and for the time to wait for landlord repairs to be reduced for all.   
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Table 8 Theme 5 breakdown: Lack of clarity and flexibility in landlords’ systems used to evaluate, prioritise and fix problems perpetuates the cycle of 
neglect and the feelings of lack of care. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street12 event included in second row. 

 

                                                      
12 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

Building neglect as 

landlords diempower 

tenants and impose long 

wait times = lack of care 

and health and safety 

risk

• Previously Poplar Harca 

was committed to 

providing quality 

communal housing, now 

it seems they are serving 

the richer community and 

not responding quickly 

enough to the poorer 

community member's 

home. 

repair/maintenance 

needs

• Local residents 

infantilised by 'landlords' 

rules, preventing 

maintenance/repairs by 

tenants.

Empower local residents

• Relax “over-zealous” 

rules that create stress, so 

long as healh and safety 

are not compromised e.g. 

allow washing on the 

balcony and items on the 

communal landing

• Empower and tool up 

residents to make their 

own repairs/maintain 

properties, as individuals 

and groups.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 6: A trusted community outside the home extends feelings of security and wellbeing inside 

the home. 

Summary 

For the study participants, the wider world is seen as untrustworthy and a risk to children’s 

wellbeing, as set out earlier in Theme 2 and this is further exacerbated by the anonymity of 

perpetrators of antisocial behaviour. When relationships work, such as knowing people on the block 

and building networks of friends, people feel safe and secure, and can access support. 

Interviewees talked about navigating and expressing relationships between people and 

sharing/managing shared space, within families, and between them. For the most part relationships 

with neighbours and others in the community was talked about positively and the network of 

parents look after each other and their children, inside and outside the home e.g. in playgrounds. 

‘The neighbours would check in with me and the kids.’ (Study participant) 

Parents particularly value the relationships which their children establish and as mentioned earlier 

this forms an important part of the decision-making around staying or leaving the area to secure a 

larger home: 

‘If I lose it what do the kids have? I mean we could have a nice house, they could have their 

individual bedrooms but for their mental health, is that really good? As opposed to going out 

and meeting their friends.’ (Study participant)  

However, the parent need support to come together to strengthen the network: 

‘We have great neighbours but what lacks is bringing those neighbours together, ways in 

which we can get people connecting more, that's lacking in this area.’ (Study participant) 
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Table 9 Theme 6 breakdown: A trusted community outside the home extends feelings of security and wellbeing inside the home. 

Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street13 event included in second row. 

 

                                                      
13 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

Connection and support 

= safe

• Group cohesion in block 

e.g. pharmacist 

connecting residents for 

connection and support 

whilst inside the home.

• Residents feel 

comfortable at home 

when comfortable within 

their local community. 

Children’s outside 

friendships and play 

develop

• Friendly neighbours 

• Network of parents 

looking after children in 

play areas.

• Connection and support 

through knowing other 

parents in the local area.

• Children benefit from 

connection, development 

and play by having local 

friends – e.g. in classes in 

the mosque, in the 

playground, in their block.

Improved connection to 

build inclusive 

communication and 

neighbourhoods

• Better communication 

of events and services e.g. 

newsletter, door to door 

communication because 

some don't access 

otherwise. 

• More community events 

to encourage society to 

come together and deter 

young people being 

influenced into Anti-Social 

Behaviour.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 7: Families with a lack of space at home try to use hyperlocal safe and green play spaces, 

visible from the home, used as an extension to homes. Provision is insufficient for older kids, teens 

and wet weather.  

Summary 

Play and activity spaces outside the home need to be green, safe and hyperlocal to provide easy 

access and complement space available inside, together supporting children's mental and physical 

wellbeing, of all ages through to late teens, and all weathers. 

‘The biggest thing is we live in an estate and we have a little park that they can 

go and play with their friends, reconnect with other little ones if you like and 

just be with their peers instead of constantly being with the adults and that's a 

breath of fresh air and not many people have that privilege, I wouldn't really 

call it privilege but I suppose because my youngest two seem happy playing 

there so it's kind of privilege for me. It's a little park surrounded by a car park 

so it's not ideal, it does what it's meant to.’ (Study participant) 

Families particularly referenced activities that could be undertaken at home and those that are more 

suited to bigger spaces outside the home. Within the home, toys, books and online activities work 

well and physical activities work well outside. Whilst this may seem obvious, using the space in that 

way is not a simple exercise when the needs of different children need to be managed and when 

spaces close to home are not safe but older children and teens want to be independent, or when the 

weather prevents use of outdoor spaces that are not currently designed for wet weather. Families 

with secure communal landings said their children were able to play there, using the space as an 

easy to access extension to their home. 

One participant explained the importance of local play areas or activities when the accommodation 

lacks a balcony or a garden: 

 

‘Outside our building we've got little small playgrounds. One has got a trampoline and this 

other thing like a football pitch and there's a slide and swings there. That's really beneficial for 

all of us, especially for my kids because we don't have a balcony and we have got no outside 

space, so we make use of that on a regular basis.’  

 

The same participant emphasised the link between the outdoors and physical health: 
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‘…because they do need to be doing something outdoors. They're very energetic, they're very 

active children, so having something like that [a local park] on our doorstep is really good as 

well’. 

 

Study participants need more quality, green and safe hyperlocal play spaces for all ages and 

weathers. Interfaith collaboration to provide activities for children is wanted.  

 

It must be emphasised however that for residents experiencing severe lack of space and/or poor 

quality conditions within the dwelling, access to outdoor space was not seen as a sufficient 

amelioration measure:   

 

‘I would give them space. Not for the garden, I don't mind. But for her to go into her own 

room and play. Even space to have a dining table and chairs to eat together. Because 

sometimes it's the way we live as well, you see the difference in a child.’ (Study participant) 
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Table 10 Theme 7 breakdown: Families with a lack of space at home try to use hyperlocal safe and green play spaces, visible from the home, used as an 
extension to homes. Provision is insufficient for older kids, teens and wet weather. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street14 event 
included in second row. 

  

                                                      
14 Bromley by Bow (2021) ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

Supportive play in the 

family home

• Toys and books 

available.

• Activities, including 

online sessions, are set up.

• Engage children in 

delivering sessions e.g. a 

YouTube cookery channel 

set up by a parent to keep 

kids engaged during 

lockdown.

Supporting play and 

activity outside, 

particularly when space 

inside is lacking

• Particularly useful for 

younger children who can 

play with the same 

children regularly.

• Access to activities e.g. 

??

• Play equipment.

• Communal gardens.

• Sharing a secure landing 

for children to play 

outside the flat – keeping 

strangers out.

• Secure private balconies 

and gardens that keep 

strangers out.

Quality, range and 

suitability for alll 

ages/weather is lacking

• Spaces for teenagers to 

play and be active are 

lacking. 

• Insufficient number of 

quality hyperlocal 

activities for young 

children.

•Insufficient space for all 

ages to play and be active 

during wet weather.

Enable access to the 

outside from the inside. 

• Access to safe 

garden/outdoor space 

attached to home.

Additional play and 

activiies needed, 

including drawing on 

existing infrastructure 

e.g. faith groups

• Increased number and 

quality of hyperlocal 

spaces for all ages.

• Place for rainy days for 

children to play, families 

can take their own 

equipment.

• Interfaith collaboration 

to provide activities for 

children.

• More trees and seating 

spaces in our parks. 

• More plants and trees. 

Also things that are 

natural. 

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 8: Walkable from home safe activities for children and teens is lacking e.g. play equipment, 

space for homework, sports, skill and wellbeing building programmes 

Summary 

Walkable green play spaces are important, again for ease of access during daily routines, and to be 

able to take advantage of the local family network. Families valued well-resourced and more 

challenging/interesting green spaces. 

‘We have a little park that they can go and play with their friends, reconnect with other little 

ones if you like and just be with their peers instead of constantly being with the adults and 

that's a breath of fresh air and not many people have that privilege.’ (Study participant) 

‘Because we're open now, I can take the kids out so they get the fresh air… everyone's mind 

is fresh.’ (Study participant) 

Spaces that were more open and had better play equipment were preferred. 

[In reference to a small local park] ‘that's our local park, his favourite park. So especially 

during lockdown almost every other day or something he needed a bit of fresh air and we 

just take him there to have a little bit of running around, maybe tennis, football or just to get 

him fresh air, looking at flowers.’ (Study participant) 

Parents had practical examples to make spaces safer for their children – and in turn give them more 

independence. 

‘The park at Jolles House, put gates around it safely. But all the kids who play, the children 

that go to play run, run, run and sometimes there's a car coming, a van coming, everything is 

coming, so that's why it's not safe’. (Study participant) 

 

There was also a call for new play equipment and play area surroundings, for use by all family 

members, of all ages: 

‘I'd change the play spaces, I think the play spaces need a complete rehaul, they need to 

redeveloped with the current times. I think the green spaces could be better, more friendly, 

more benches, more seating areas. They need to be more family orientated. I'd consider 

planting more trees.’ (Study participant) 

Families need indoor day spaces for play and homework, during wet and dry weather.  
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‘If you actually have a real family playroom rather than just on Facebook, you have a real 

location. And you don't even have to bring your stuff, that's my space, if I'm going to do 

some activities just come here, if I don't want any activities I can still come here to use it in 

my free time.’ (Study participant) 

More after school provision, coaching and tutoring, sports facilities and clubs, play equipment, and 

outdoor and indoor activities, are needed for kids and teens, including opportunities for children to 

build skills over time and transition between different development stages. Encouraging children of 

different ages to engage, and again interfaith collaboration to provide activities for children, are all 

needed. Promoting the Bromley by Bow Centre and the services it provides was proposed. 
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Table 11 Theme 8 breakdown part 1: Walkable from home safe activities for children and teens is lacking e.g. play equipment, space for homework, 
sports, skill and wellbeing building programmes. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on the Street15 event included in part 2. 

 

  

                                                      
15  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing OUTSIDE

Physical and mental 

development in local 

spaces through 

connection, 

independence

• Enough local green 

space, bigger and more 

open spaces preferred.

• Provides access to 

informal family support 

from the community.

• Within walking distance. 

• Place for sitting

• Good provision of play 

equipment for under 5s in 

the borough.

Space for older 

kids/teens/wet weather 

lacking

• Lack of play equipment 

for older children, teens, 

and provision for wet 

weather. 

Additional facilities needed, including drawing on existing 

infrastructure e.g. schools, faith groups and community centres

• Place for rainy days for children to play and do homework - just the 

physical space needed, families can take their own equipment:

‘If you actually have a real family playroom rather than just on Facebook, 

you have a real location. And you don't even have to bring your stuff, 

that's my space, if I'm going to do some activities just come here, if I 

don't want any activities I can still come here to use it in my free time.’ 

(Study participant)

• More after school provision and sports facilities.

 • Long-lasting programmes for children to build skills.

• More community centre activities, particularly for 5 – 7 year olds.

• Provide free school dinners until children leave school, to prevent 

parents’ anxiety about what school dinner money goes on.

• Encourage older kids to toddler events like teddy bears picnic, 

counteract the accelerated growing up due to exposure to crime/drugs in 

open spaces.

• Interfaith collaboration to provide activities for children. 

• Help children with transitions and mental health.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Table 12 Theme 8 breakdown part 2: Walkable from home safe activities for children and teens is lacking e.g. play equipment, space for homework, 
sports, skill and wellbeing building programmes. Recommendations from Thoughts on the Street16 event. 

  

                                                      
16 Bromley by Bow (2021), ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing OUTSIDE

• Jungle gym style for older children.

• Play area similar in style to Victoria Park.

• More play equipment, climbing frames and slides e.g. in Bob’s Park. 

• Cycling clubs e.g. at school.

 • More activities that involve citizens to be friendly towards the 

environment

 • I would like more activities outdoors teaching children.

 • To have play shelters, in case of rainy days, so children can play even in 

the wet weather.

 • More activities that involve citizens to be friendly towards the 

environment

 • More playground areas for adults

 • Make no pets allowed in children areas, or whole children parks is 

needed. 

 • No dogs allowed in children play areas.

 • More older children events may be, 11-15?

 • Free tutoring, coaching for children after school in school. 

 • A variety of career/higher education inspiration events at schools and 

local community centres. 

 • Reintroduce Bengali/Arabic classes in school.

 • Promote BBBC at the station and Tesco underpass so lots of people to 

see it

BBBC should go to schools (primary, secondary and colleges) to directly 

let all children know of opportunities, programmes and volunteering, 

otherwise we are not aware of what’s available

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 9: Healthy and supportive amenities, no more than a walk away, are crucial 

Summary 

The ability to stay close to home for most needs is important to managing a busy family routine.   

Participants referenced how important it was that everything they needed for their daily life was 

walkable, including transport, to be able to access family further away. 

‘…this area is better, I'm so happy. This area has everything nearby, the mosque and the 

school, the Bromley by Bow Centre, the parks, everything is near’. (Study participant) 

Residents identified gaps particularly practical services and amenities such as healthy food shops, 

swap shops and mixed views about local libraries, and at the same time many businesses seem to 

have closed, making the area look run down. Coronavirus had also had an impact in getting access to 

important services: 

‘It's a lot more difficult, especially trying to get GP appointments.’ (Study participant) 

The importance of access to indoor (and outdoor) activities particularly when homes are small or 

lack a balcony/garden was also emphasized 

‘Because I don't have the outdoor space in terms of I live in a two bedroom, there's no 

balconies, I'm restricted space wise. When they offer activities at the Centre or they have 

sports or whatever it is, then at least we can take part in those’. (Study participant) 

Community events and interfaith programmes for cohesion are wanted. Families also emphasised a 

need for better methods of communication, including a newspaper, rather than ‘Last minute 

information’ about what was on offer – and also connecting people to what’s happening further 

afield. 
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Table 13 Theme 9 breakdown: Healthy and supportive amenities, no more than a walk away, are crucial. Additional recommendations from Thoughts on 
the Street17 event included in second row. 

 

                                                      
17 Bromley by Bow (2021), ‘Thoughts on the Street’. https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing OUTSIDE

Walkable amenities that 

work

• Local shops, including 

the supermarket

• Ability to stay close to 

home for most needs

• Local shops, including 

the supermarket

• Fern Street settlement

• Centres like Bromley by 

Bow and Link that are 

inclusive

• Mosque and church

Gaps in amenities

• Unhealthy take away 

shops

• Difficult to get car 

parking spaces

• Shops closed on 

Stroudley Walk

• Difficult to access 

advice appointments, 

dental appointments etc.

• Insufficient 

range/quantity of 

community assets nearby 

e.g. no local library – 

reading is so important 

and provides access to 

rainy day space.

Fill gaps in local shops and services

• More community events

• More cafes and community centres

• Provide access to information about activities 

that take place

• Introduce a swap shop to declutter to 

maximise space and share resources within 

community     

• Rejuvenate local shopping parade

• Introduce a library built near Stroudley Walk 

area   

• Improve the design of parking spaces, for 

more cars.

• There are good swap shops but community 

programmes like these have vastly reduced 

since the pandemic.

• I think we don’t need another local library as 

we already have Idea Store.

• Bring back own weekly EastEnd Newspaper.

• More interfaith program for cohesion 

community.

• May be some people from different faiths to 

express their beliefs to one another in 

conversation 

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
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Theme 10: Access to space further away, via transport, for physical, cultural and social 

development 

Summary 

Whilst study participants’ focus was predominantly on the very local outside working with the inside, 

mainly for ease, study participants cited the benefits of accessing places further away. This included 

visiting family and new places to encourage physical, cultural and social development. One family 

talked about targeting particular places with opportunities they would like for their children. Some 

places included Cambridge and Kew 

‘There are so many amazing things happening outside this area so if we could provide more 

information and support on this, that would be really good.’ (Study participant) 

 

Some interviewees felt that guidance in how to travel best locally is needed, and accessing places 

further away was difficult due to a lack of resources and good public transport. Group discounts and 

direct bus routes are needed.   
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Table 14 Theme 10 breakdown: Access to space further away, via transport, for physical, cultural and social development. Additional recommendations 
from Thoughts on the Street18 event included in second row. 

                                                      
18 https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/  

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

OUTSIDE

children’s wellbeing 

INSIDE

children’s wellbeing OUTSIDE

Traffic connections are 

good

• Good public transport 

(train and bus) to travel 

further afield e.g. 

Cambridge, Kew.

Enable access of places further afield

• Group discounts to visit outside the local area.

• More frequent and direct bus routes.

• Lessen using petrol e.g. cars so we can improve 

the environment to make it more healthy and 

safer.

• Guide new people moving in with travel 

expenses and fair discounts 

• Group discount for family travel

Shuttlebus service.

• Help students and new renters to plan moving 

around area and learn how to be safe too.

Features of the physical environment that support... Features of the physical environment that do not 

support...

Environment changes to support …

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/


4.3 Opportunities for improvement 

i. Families need their immediate space to be extended. 

Study participants suggested ways that public space could be used to extend their private space, for 

example: 

o Access to a garden outside the home.  

o Extending time at school for children to complete homework. 

o Access to more “rainy day” spaces for children, families can take their own equipment. 

o Provision for 5-7 year olds not ready for after school clubs at school.  

o Access to a local park to play. 

o Needing to fill the gap in appropriate space at home and outside for young people to 

congregate.  

o Better home design for family living/space and storage. 

o Underground parking. 

o For some, being able to move home is the only solution, albeit not unavailable to them 

due to cost/availability of properties.  

ii. Increase opportunity and raise aspiration by connecting children to activities and learning that 

work. 

Some suggestions from parents are focused on increasing positive opportunities for and raising 

aspirations with their children. Aware that the local area illustrates that anti-social behaviour and lack 

of care can be the norm, and that their young children will soon become teenagers, parents are 

preparing their kids now by encouraging them to follow good examples. Examples include: 

o Role modelling themselves. 

o Conversations at home. 

o Interfaith collaboration to provide activities needed for children. 

o Long-lasting programmes for children to build skills. 

o More community centre activities, particularly for 5 – 7 year olds. 

o Free school dinners until children leave school, to prevent parents’ anxiety about what 

school dinner money goes on. 

o Inviting older children to “toddler” events like teddy bears picnics, to counteract the 

accelerated growing up due to exposure to crime/drugs in open spaces. 
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o More community events to bring people together.  

o Support for children with transitions through key stages in their development, 

supporting their mental health. 

Related to this theme, participants had been affected by the lack of community events and in-person 

activities during the Covid-19 pandemic and the desire for these programmes to re-start. 

iii. Residents need increased safety, security and ownership of local space. 

Security and safety improvements include monitoring the area in a variety of ways: CCTV cameras 

installed (or just fixed), more streetlights, a “harder line” on anti-social behaviour and police patrols at 

night. 

With permission and support, a sense of safety could be established through new collaborations. 

Taking ownership of shared spaces such as playgrounds and involving parents and resident groups, 

alongside police, housing officers or workers from local organisations, to manage the spaces. As noted 

earlier, parents role model and teach autonomy and respect for shared space at home and in the 

wider environment, to counteract litter and disrespect for communal spaces, and this solution could 

be an extension of this. 

Inside the home, there were suggestions to empower and tool up residents: to make their own repairs 

and maintain properties, as individuals and groups; and relax “over-zealous” rules that create stress, so 

long as health and safety are not compromised e.g. allow washing on the balcony and items on the 

communal landing. 

iv. Planning and housing design needs to be fit for family life. 

In the longer term, housing density fundamentally impacts the internal and external environment for 

families. Participants hoped for more opportunities to move to bigger properties locally when a family 

outgrows their current property and most lacked this opportunity. Some participants articulated their 

general frustration by suggesting that the council and housing associations should “tear down the 

tower blocks”. 

Housing planning needs to be better adapted for family needs – primarily providing more space inside 

flats and prioritising building flats with three or more bedrooms, but also providing access to safe 

garden/outdoor space attached to the home and managing population density in the area. Parking 
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spaces and transport options need to be better factored in to transport planning. Better noise 

management plans could also support children’s wellbeing. 

Study participants were also dealing with design flaws in their homes – either through lack of space 

within the home or poor planning of the space – such as a lack of windows in one bathroom, damp 

from an external elevator shaft impacting a flat, a boiler positioned in a child’s bedroom, or a general 

lack of storage. This could be avoided in future homes.  

To alleviate the current situation, one participant suggested introducing a swap shop for families to 

‘declutter’, in turn maximizing space and sharing resources within the community. 

 

v. Fixing specific concerns would make outdoor space clean and safe for children. 

Rubbish collection is an endemic problem with a seemingly simple solution (as suggested by residents): 

ensure more regular service. Other persistent problems included fixing local CCTV and securing play 

areas from children escaping. The latter could be attained through introducing a single gate as 

entrance and exit - and in one case shielding the play area from the car park which surrounded it. 

 

vi. Local organisations can build local communication and connection with and between residents. 

Better and more timely communication of local events and services was desired, such as through 

newsletters and door-to-door communication. Related to this was the desire for community events to 

restart, as noted earlier. 

 

vii. Upgrading local amenities to counter neglect.  

Play equipment “fit for the 21st Century” and a “makeover” of the area are needed to discourage 

ongoing neglect and provide a safe space for children to develop. The need to rejuvenate the local 

shopping parade (Stroudley Walk) was highlighted, and a desire for more cafes, community centres, 

swap shops, a library and more parking space for cars were cited. Inside the home, one participant 
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dreamt of a technology-rich future with smart devices. Participants also wanted prompter repairs, 

such as for communal lifts and problems within the home.  

 

viii. Local organisations and Transport for London should invest in supporting families to travel 

further afield. 

Some participants shared the value they got from travelling and hoped to encourage more families to 

enjoy this, through group discounts on travel and more frequent and direct bus routes linking up parts 

of Tower Hamlets (such as north-south from Poplar to Roman Road). 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

This study centres on how families apportion, arrange and mitigate limited home space. It shows how 

the external environment can hugely support and undermine this effort e.g. crime and anti-social 

behaviour, neglect from local people and organisations, and disempowering families to take action 

alone or in groups. Families are battling their external environment and despite the connection they 

have with their neighbours and community, feel alone in doing so.  

Research in Bromley by Bow ‘Unleashing Healthy Communities19’ revealed six major ingredients of a 

good life and the space offered to the people consulted in this study is falling short, summarised in the 

table below. 

  

                                                      
19 Bromley by Bow (2018) ‘Unleashing Healthy Communities’. 
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/research-and-evaluation-bromley-by-bow-
community-engagement-and-citizen-science/  

https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/research-and-evaluation-bromley-by-bow-community-engagement-and-citizen-science/
https://www.bbbc.org.uk/insights/research-and-evaluation/research-and-evaluation-bromley-by-bow-community-engagement-and-citizen-science/
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Table 15 How housing within the local area provides the key ingredients of a good life 

Basic needs met Not met: Damp, inability to open windows, properties too high 

to be safe for children, pollution, congestion. 

Strong personal resources Not achieved: Parents do not have the control they need to fix 

and maintain. 

Connection to others Mix: parents rely on the relationships with neighbours but feel 

alone in their battle with their unsatisfactory physical 

environment. 

Built knowledge, skills and 

opportunity 

Mix: children need increased investment in more sustainable 

skill building opportunities to achieve this. 

Connection to place and 

community 

Mix: Parents feel a connection to their local place and 

community but conflicted due to crime and neglect. 

Contribution to the 

community 

Mix: Parents help other parents but want more support and 

power to help their community more.  

 

Participants shared pragmatic strategies they employ, with ranging success, to make the most of the 

spaces available to them, alongside their priorities for making use of these spaces. More is needed to 

enable these parents’ children’s wellbeing and the ‘opportunities for improvement’ proposed 

encompass simple fixes with clear actors and more ambitious proposals. Further work will be done to 

build recommendations and action with a group of local stakeholders from these findings. 

We recommend additional research with a larger sample across Tower Hamlets to identify why views 

about the same area range from positive to negative. Is this due to ranging expectations of the 

physical environment, or particular family circumstance and experience, or something else?  

 

6. Next steps 

A number of stakeholders are well placed to respond to the proposed changes to improve space in 

Tower Hamlets. All results will be shared with Tower Hamlets residents, Bromley by Bow Centre and 

Health staff, and local stakeholder organisations directly and via newsletters, social media and 

magazines.  
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